
Learning Display

Featured Display
Subjects: Language Arts and Math

Learning Objectives: Practice speaking in front of a 
group; introduce estimation and graphing.

Make getting-to-know-you unique and interesting! 
Display the pieces from the set as shown. Print the 
reproducible graphing grid from T27306 Graphing Grid 
(Large Squares) and add to the display. 

Write a “getting-to-know-you” question on one sign 
from the set. For example, “What is your favorite 
season?” as shown on the display.

Choose four students to feature on the display. Give 
each a polka dot sign, and star from the set, along 
with a Wipe-Off® Marker. Each writes his or her name 
on a star from the set and they write what season is 
their favorite and why on the polka dot signs. 

Give the rest of the class star accents and markers to 
write their favorite seasons and their names. Hang the 
stars on the display for the whole class to see.

Topics with limited answers (like seasons), are also 
great for practicing estimation and graphing. Rather 
than hanging the stars on the display right away, 
gather and count the like responses. The class 
estimates the most popular answer. Write their 
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prediction on the display and graph 
the actual answers on the grid. 
Compare the results. Did students 
estimate correctly? Watch as estimates improve as 
everyone gets to know each other.

The four featured students introduce themselves to the 
class, telling what their favorite season is and why. Invite 
classmates to ask follow-up questions too.

Add everyone’s stars and responses to the display. 
Periodically erase the set pieces to change the question 
and featured students until everyone has shared. 

You’l l Need:
T8772 I • Metal™ Wipe-Off® Welcome Mini Bulletin 

Board Set

T10733 I • Metal™ Stars Mini Accents Variety Pack

T69960 I • Metal™ Dots and Embossed Desk Toppers® 

Name Plates Variety Pack

T1785 Black 1" STICK-EZE® Stick-On Letters

T85600 I • Metal™ Dots Bolder Borders®

T92682 I • Metal™ Silver Stars Terrific Trimmers®

T92688 Color Harmony™ Black Terrific Trimmers®

T27306 Graphing Grid (Large Squares) Wipe-Off® Chart 

T98003 4-Pack Standard Colors Wipe-Off® Markers

Sienna
spring

Logan
summer

Ava
winter

Amelia
fall

William
winter

Noah
fall

Emma
Spring

Charlotte
fall

Evelyn
fall

Mason
summer

Oliver
fall

Liam
fall

Jacobwinter
Abigail

fall

CLASS PREDICTION:

winter

Simon
Lauren

Abel
Ari

winter
I  love to 

make snow 
forts.

fall
I like to 

pick apples 
and make 

pies.

winter
Sledding is 
awesome!

summer
We go up to 

the cabin  
to swim and

  fish.
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Get to Know Us! What is your  
favorite season?


